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1. OPENING SPEECH BY THE PRESIDENT. This is an historic hour. The Conference

2. ELECTION OFI. MT ONORAY PEIENT itself is unique. It includes representatives,

OF THE CONFERENCE. not only of States Members of the League
of Nations, but of States outside the League

3. CONSTITUTION OF THREE COMMITTEES : (a) COM- well Assembled here are the chosen
MITTEE TO REPORT ON ThIE CREDENTIALS OF w ell. Assembled he re the chosen
THE DELEGATES' (b) COMMITTEE TO DRAW spokesmen of seventeen hundred million
UP RULES OF PROCEDURE FOR THE CONFER- people. There is no human being, whether
ENCE ; (C) COMMITTEE FOR THE PRELIMINARY his home is in one of the great centres of
EXRAMINATION OF PETITIONS FROM PRIVATE industry and population, in the deserts of
ORGANISATIONS. Africa, in the jungles of the East, or amid

the ice of the Arctic regions, who has not
someone here to speak in his name. I need
not enlarge upon the representative cha-

. - OPENING SPEECH BY THE racter of the Conference -the most impor-
PRESIDENT. tant international gathering since the

The Pres4dent termination of the world war in 1918 -
except to say that some sixty Governments

It is my duty and privilege to declare open are represented. Never before has there

the proceedings of the first World Conference been so powerful or so impressive a list

on Disarmament. of Ministers of State as are included in our
The Council of the League of Nations, delegations.

acting in accordance with the desire ex- I would, moreover, stress the momentous
pressed by the Assembly in September, 1930, purpose of the Conference. There has never
decided that the Conference should meet been a Conference with a task more urgent
this month. During its following session or, potentially, more beneficial to mankind
in May of last year it honoured me with an than that with which we have been entrus-
invitation to act as President. ted. We have to consider and discuss matters

Before passing on to my main subject, I of vital concern to all nations and classes
feel bound to refer to the tragic fact that at throughout the world. While we must have
the moment when this Conference, the very no illusions as to the difficulties which may
purpose of which is to take further steps confront us, we must not allow them to
towards the maintenance of peace, begins its deter or discourage us. Rather ought we

work, we are confronted with a situation of to be inspired to face them with courage
such extreme gravity as that which now and confidence. We must show a determi-
exists in the Far East. nation to overcome them by the certain

It is imperative that all the signatories faith we have that the successful accomplish-
of the Covenant of the League of Nations ment of our purpose will open up new and
and the Pact of Paris should make it glorious prospects for humanity. Indeed,
their business to ensure the strict observance a review of the work of eleven years of almost



continuous effort and discussion by states- The world is looking to us to make a
imen and experts in maany fieolds should definite advance along the road to general
serve to arouse in every delegate, a, vivid dis;armament. I would remind you that
sense of our responsibilities to the peoples life -- for nations as well as for individuals --
of the world, a lively apprecialion of the is a story of opportunities missed as well
sulpreme value of our opportunity, and a as of opportunities seized, and that some
clear recognition of the urgent nature of our of the great tragedies of history have been
task. due not to wantonness of action but to the

As no formal agenda has been circulated, folly of inaction. Our task at this Conference
it is of primary importance that we should is one that calls imperatively for clear,
clearly understand our task. definite and constructive action.

What is that task? I would state it, as The League of Nations, whose initiative
I see it, under three heads : (,a) To arrive at has bro-ght us together, has, ever since
a collective agreement on aln effective its foundation, worked continuously for
programnme of praetieal proposals speedily to the organisation of peace. It has worked
secure a substantial reduiction and limitation with a growing consciousness that at the
of all national arnmainents ; (b) to determine heart of the problem of peace is this question
that no armaments may be maintained of disarmament. We have to break the
outside the scope of fthat treaty by which vicious circle in which the nations of the
all nations represented here are to make the world are again in danger of being caught.
achievemrent of universal disarmarentc their A sense of insecurity leads to an increase
common aim; (c) to ensure continuity of of armaments an increase in armaments
advance towards our ultimate goai, without further aggravates the sense of insecurity;
detracting in any way from the fullest and, unless the circle can be broken, the
measure of success of our immediate effort, process goes inevitably forward. The
by planning the holding of similar confer- overburdened nations can then find no
ences at reasonably short intervals of time. release from their mutual distrust except

The making of such an international treaty in open conflict. These facts were clearly
in reality involves tihe whole issue of peace and generally recognised at the end of the
or war. It will not be disputed that the world war. There was everywhere hope
anxiety of nations to be secure fromi attack that the nations would be able henceforth
and, if conflict took place, to be secure in war to secure, by common agreement, a drastic
has been in the past an avowed reason for the reduction of the burden of armaments.
maintenance of huge armaments throughout For this reason, disarmament was -given
the world. Yet the existence of armaments an essential place in the Covenant of the
has been itself a grimly fertile source of the League. The Members of the League,
mutual fears and suspicions which poisoned under the terms of Article 8 of the Covenant,
international life, paralysed the will to recognise d that the maintenance of peace
peace, and flung the nations time and again required the reduction of national arma-
into feverish competition in armaments. ments to the lowest point consistent alike
Modern history provides incontestable and with their national safety and the enforce-
overwhelming proof of the fallacy of the idea ment by common action of their inter-
that the safety of a nation is in proportion to national obligations. There was a general
its strength in armaments. It is not sur- expectation 'that the obligation implicit
prising, therefore, that the generations of in Article 8 would be speedily carried into
to-day have become increasingly sensible effect. This obligation continues to rest upon
of the fact that "armed peace " is not a all the Members of the League of Nations and
sure guarantee against war. They manifest every effort should be made by them at this
a growing recognition of the established Conference to discharge it.
truth that there is no graver or nmore certain The League of Nations lost no time in
menace to peace and security than the grappling with the problem. The Council,
maintenance of formin able arma.men:ts. during the first year of its existence, set
Every one of us knows that fear and sus- up its Permanent Advisory Commission
picion, when they are active psychological for military, naval and air questions, a
factors in international life, exercise a body of technical experts appointed by the
powerful and pernicious influence. Yet it is countries represented on the Council. It
difficult to conceive of a. sharper spur to was the duty of this Commission to advise the
those emotions than the maintenance and Council on the execution of Article 8 and
growth of colossal national armamen ts. on military, naval and air questions gene-

It is urnnecessary f or me to remind you rally. The first Assembly of the League,
of the staggering cost - in all its varied however, recognised that disarmament was
forms -- which the world war entailed, more than a technical question, and that
It is equally unnecessary for me to for its practical solution it was necessary
attempt to describe the horrifying cata- to consider also a whole series of political,
clysni that the "next war would involve. social and economic problems. It accor-
Every delegate in this great hall, I am dingly decided to widen the basis of enquiry.
sure, fervently hiopes anid prays that man- For this purpose, it appointed a Temporary
kind may be spared an occurrence the bare Mixed Commission composed of recognised
contemplation of which staggers and affrights authorities on the various aspects requiring
the imagination. consideration.
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This Commission worked for four y s satisfactory solution of the
and continued in being until the Assemb . he Assembly decided to drop
of 1924. During its discussions, nlost of the scheme and itself made an effort to

the problems which have since become so provide a substitute. The result of this
familiar to us were brought forward. Most attempt was a more comprehensive plan, the
of these problems, as might be expected, Geneva Protocol of 1924. That protocol,
centred upon the necessarily intimate rela- based like the draft treaty on the
tion between disarmament and security, renunciation of aggressive war, represented

In some quarters, it came to be accepted an advance upon the earlier instrument in
as an axiom that disarmament must proceed respect of the three essential points to which
side by side with the development of I have already referred. First, it laid down
security and could only be effected in pro- criteria for determining the aggressor,
portion to that security, aggression being presumed against the party

On the other hand, there were those who which refused to accept the procedure
held that the nations could not be secure of peaceful settlement embodied in the

until they had disarmed. They urged with protocol. Secondly, it definitely accepted
equal insistence that the problem should the principle of a general guarantee, the

be approached from the opposite side. system of special agreements being recog-

Here again was the beginning of the vicious nised, however, as affording a convenient
circle, and the first efforts of the Temporary means of rapidly applying sanctions and as

Mixed Commission were necessarily directed providing additional guarantees in reinforce-

towards resolving this disagreement. ment of the general system of security.

The first attempt to bring the two Thirdly, the machinery for a peaceful
conceptions into harmony resulted in the settlement of international disputes was
draft Treaty of Mutual Assistance, presented strengthened, arbitration being made com-
by the Temporary MJixed Commission to |pulsory for all disputes, and supported with
the Assempbly in 193. The draft treaty sanctions to be applied under the authority

was based on the fundamental idea, success- of the Council. The protocol, like the draft
fully embodied six years later in the Paris Treaty of Mutual Assistance, was expressly
Pact for the Renunciation of War, that war, made contingent upon a scheme of disarma-
as an instrument of aggression, must hence- nent being brought into operation.
forth be regarded as an international crime. It became evident, however, early in 1925
Three principal difficulties arose. First that the protocol which had been accepted

it was necessary to determine the aggressor. by the previous Assembly, and signed by

Secondly, a choice was offered between two fourteen States, would not be generally
rival systems - a system of universal accepted. Emphasis was laid on the diffi-
guarantees to which all nations of the world culties which would arise from the non-
might be a party, and a system of regional participation of important countries which

guarantees between nations whose historical, were not Members of the League of Nations.

geographical or economic interests rendered The opinion was expressed that, in view of

their mutual security of special interest the political situation then existing, it would

to the rest of the world. Thirdly, there was be better for the moment frankly to recognise
the necessity of making adequate provision that there still existed deep-lying causes of

for the peaceful settlement of international hostility between certain nations which
disputes. might be better met by special treaties

The draft treaty on all these points represen- between such nations, within the framework
ted a compromise, and the compromise was of the Covenant. The protocol was accor-

particularly evident in an attempt to combine dingly set aside in favour of that partial

the principle of a general international guaran- application of the regional system which

tee with a system of supplementary defensive was to be shortly embodied in the Locarno

agreements between particular nations. Treaties, duly signed on October 16th, 1925.

Everyone desired a universal system of gua- The Locarno Treaties were in effect regarded
rantees and a uniform basis of security, as regional agreements corresponding with

Some, however, thought that it would be the spirit, and fitting within the framework,
easier to proceed from the particular to the of the League. They guaranteed the

general than from the general to the particu- territorial status quo as between Belgium
lar. Regional agreements may, indeed, afford and Germany and as between Germany and

guarantees which take into account the France, and provided for the peaceful
more concrete factors of the problem of settlement of all disputes between these

security, but it is essential to prevent such countries. The main treaties, signed by
agreements from competing with any uni- Germany, Belgium, France, Great Britain
versal system to be established under the and Italy, were supplemented by special
Covenant. They must not be allowed to arbitration conventions between Germany,
weaken the more general system by the Belgium, France, Poland and Czechoslovakia.
formation of groups with a predominantly It must be remembered that the arrange-
sectional object. ments concluded at Locarno had a direct

The draft Treaty of Mutual Assistance bearing on the problem of disarmament in
was communicated to the Governments in that the representatives of the eight Govern-
1923. But when the Assembly met in 1924, ments assembled there declared in the Final
it was obvious that it could not be accepted Protocol signed on October 16th, 1925,
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their firm conviction that the entry into tion, or the length and nature of their
force of these treaties and conventions would frontiers and communications ? Could the
contribute greatly to bring about a moral reduction of armaments be promoted by
relaxation of international tension, help ensuring the swift application of economic
powerfully towards the solution of many and military sanctions under the Covenant
political and economic problems in accor- following an act of aggression? To
dance with the interests and sentiments of what extent was regional disarmament
the peoples concerned, and would thus possible in return for regional security?
effectively hasten the disarmament provided Was any scheme of disarmament imprac-
for in Article 8 of the Covenant of the League. ticable unless it was general ? Would
The said Governments have, moreover, regional disarmament lead up to general
pledged themselves to give their sincere disarmament ? Was it possible to dis-
co-operation to the work for disarmament tinguish, for proposes of disarmament,
already undertaken by the League, and between civil and military aircraft?
to seek its realisation in a general agreement. It ill be een from he nature of the

Meanwhile the Assembly, noting that questions that, though the bulk of the work
negotiations between these Powers were in of the Preparatory Commission was of a
progress and might definitely be regarded technical character, it had also to deal with
as coming within the framework of the questions of security and the
League, decided that preparatory technical prov of pacific means for the settlement

provision of pacific means for the settlement
studies for the reduction and limitation of of disputes, which had played so prominent
armaments should immediately be under- a part in the discussion on disarmament
taken. The nations of the world thus entered during the six previous years.
upon the final stage in the preparation for I will speak in a moment of the work done by
the present Conference. The Preparatory the Preparatory Commission under its terms
Commission for tbe Disarmament Conference of reference. But I must first refer to certain
was constituted, and, during the ensuing concurrent developments during the years
five years, worked according to the advice which the Preparatory Commission was
and instructions of the Council. The result performing its task. Some of these develop-
of the work of that Commission is before you. ments occurred within the League itself,

The Preparatory Commission for the and upon the advice of the Preparatory
Disarmament Conference consisted of repre- Commission, whereas others were initiated
sentatives of the States Members of the by certain Governments and proceeded
Council and of such other States as were parallel with the work of the League.
considered to be in a special position as Chief among the developments within the
regards disarmament by reason of their League were the General Act for the Pacific
geographical situation. It was attended by Settlement of International Disputes, pre-
the delegates of three other Governments, sented to the Assembly in 1928; the
not Members of the League -the United Convention on Financial Assistance, adopted
States of America from the beginning, the by the Assembly in 1930, and the successive
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics since accessions by the majority of States Members
November 1927, and Turkey since March of the League to Article 36 of the Statute of
1928. Any State not represented on the the Permanent Court of International Jus-
Commission was entitled to submit memo- tice, under which the signatories have accep-
randa and to be heard in support of them, ted its compulsory jurisdiction.
and the Commission had power to invite any The General Act for the Pacific Settlement
State to co-operate on special questions. f International Disputes was drafted by
The terms of reference of the Commission and Security
were drafted by a special Committee of the appointed during a session of the Prepara-
Council. tory Commission in November 1927. As

The field of work of the Commission may finally approved by the Assembly, it com-
perhaps best be realised by stating some of bines three model conventions dealing res-
the questions specifically referred to it: pectively with conciliation, judicial settle-

What +was to be understood by the ment and arbitral settlement. It may be

expression " armaments " ? Was it prac- accepted by any State as a whole or a State
ticable to limit the ultimate war strength may elect to accede to any of its three
of a country or must any measures of divisions.
disarmament be confined to the peace The General Act represents one of the
strength e. What was to be understood most considerable efforts so far made to
by the expression "reduction and limi- organise peace, and has up to the present
tation of armaments " ? By what stand- moment been acceded to, and therefore
ards was it possible to measure the arma- brought into force by, nineteen countries.
ments of one country against those of The system of security provided in the
another ? Were there such things as offen- General Act has been further supplemented
sive and defensive armaments ' On what by a draft Convention to improve the Means
principle would it be possible to draw up a of preventing War, framed by the Committee
scale of armaments permissible to the on Arbitration and Security and adopted by
various countries, on the basis of their the Assembly in 1931, which expressed the
population, resources, geographical situa- hope that a large number of States would
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sign it before the meeting of the present Covenant might meet during the present Con-
Conference. ference and consider the texts prepared and

The Convention on Financial Assistance, submitted to the Assembly last September.
the second of the developments to which The Assembly, in taking this decision,
I have referred, was adopted by the Assembly affirmed its intention of inserting in the
in 1930, and its enforcement is conditional Covenant a general prohibition of recourse
on the entry into force of a scheme for the to war and the principle that international
reduction of armaments. Under this Con- disputes must be settled only by pacific
vention, a State which is attacked or in means.
danger of attack may, with the permission Concurrently with the development of
of the Council of the League, raise loans security by means of the Paris Pact, the
which are guaranteed within certain clearly great naval Powers were endeavouring to
defined limits by the signatories. The Con- bring about by mutual agreement a limita-
vention may also be used as a last attempt tion of naval armaments. The results of
to ensure peace and prevent war, since the those efforts willbe examined by the present
Council may grant financial assistance to Conference, and the contributions thus made
a signatory undertaking to submit its to the solution of the general problem will
dispute to pacific settlement and to conform be carefully considered. The attempt to
to any provisional measures for safeguarding limit naval armaments dates from the
peace recommended by the Council, when Washington Conference of 1921 and 1922,
the other party has refused to do so. This which resulted in a treaty by which the
Convention has up to now been signed by United States of America, theBritish Empire,
thirty States. France, Italy and Japan agreed upon a

The acceptance by the majority of States limitation of their capital ships and air-
of the compulsory jurisdiction of the Perma- craft-carriers. A further naval conference
nent Court, the third development to which met at Geneva in 1927 to endeavour to
I have alluded, might almost be regarded settle certain technical difficulties with
as a necessary concomitant of the second. which the Preparatory Disarmament Com-
Forty-six States had signed the Optional mission was confronted. This Conference
Clause in Septembei 1931, and thirty- failed to achieve a satisfactory result. But,
seven of them have already ratified their at the London Naval Conference held at the
signatures. beginning of 1930, the five great naval

Meanwhile, other events were taking Powers agreed not to lay down, during the
place outside the League, but directed years 1930 to 1936, the capital ship replace-
towards the same ends as were the League ment tonnage which, during that period,
activities. Of these events, by far the most they were entitled to lay down by the terms
important in the field of security was the of the Washington Treaty. The United
adoption of the Paris Pact for the Renuncia- States of America, the British Common-
tion of War as an Instrument of National wealth of Nations, and Japan agreed to dis-
Policy. The pact came into force in July pose of certain existing capital ships and
1929, and is now binding on almost every agreed, moreover, to limit their cruisers,
civilised country in the world. The close destroyers and submarines to certain defi-
relationship of the Paris Pact with the nite figures.
Covenant of the League scarcely needs to I now come to the technical work of the
be emphasised. The Assembly of the League Preparatory Disarmament Commission. That
had, in 1927, previous to the discussion of Commission was appointed in 1925. The
the pact, adopted a resolution in favour draft Convention for the Limitation and
of a complete renunciation of war. When, Reduction of Armaments was completed
subsequently, the Paris Pact came into in December 1930. It therefore represents
force, the Assembly began seriously to con- five years of preparation and discussion.
sider amending the Covenant so that the The Convention is designed to provide a
two instruments might be brought into framework by means of which the limitation
harmony. The important point for us at and reduction of armaments may be achiev-
this Conference to bear in mind is that ed. It prescribes methods but it does not
throughout these discussions the question contain any figures and it will be for the
of the amendment of the Covenant to bring present Conference to determine its prac-
it into harmony with the Pact of Paris was tical scope. Such figures as are mentioned
regarded as intimately bound up with the in the Convention and its annexes are
entry into force of a general convention for merely illustrative. The Convention, more-
the reduction of armaments. Certain States over, is not an agreed document. Even as
in fact explicitly desired to know, before regards methods, opinions differed. Some
giving an opinion on the amendment of the of the articles were accepted by majority
Covenant, to what extent and for how long votes ;. abstentions were frequent; there
the convention for the reduction of arma- were numerous reservations of varying
ments would be adequate and effective. importance. Some of these reservations
In the Assembly discussions, the close con- were made by delegations which did not
nection between security and disarmament think that the Convention was adequate,
was again strongly emphasised. In view whereas others made reservations in the
of that connection, it was decided that a contrary sense, on the ground that certain
committee for the amendment of the of its provisions went too far. It is hardly
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necessary to add that th- Conference is Clearly, our success must largely depend
free to consider any other texts or proposals on the adequacy of the material at our dis-
that may be submitted to it. T invite posal. The Council, on the advice of the
the widest measure of co-operation from all Preparatory Commission, took immediate
the delegations present in the framing of steps to obtain from the Governments
constructive and practical suggestions or concerned particulars with regard to their
alternative schemes. armaments and information which might

The Convention may be conveniently assist the Conference. It was realised
regarded as a synopsis of the problems that suh information would be of much
before us; it shows how these problems greater value to the Conference if it were
have been approached; it indicates in what presented according to a uniform plan. The
direction the greatest common measure of Governments were accordingly asked, in
agreement has been reached; the final furnishing their particulars, to use the tables
report of the Preparatory Commission con- framed by the Preparatory Commission and
tains a record of the views put forward annexed to the draft Convention. This the
during their consideration. May I remind you Governments have done.
of some of the more important questions
dealt with in the Convention: the limitation The Council also decided to ask the Com-
of effectives in time of peace and the munications and Transit Organisation of the
limitation of the period of service in League to seek information from the
conscript armies; the indirect limitation Governments invited to the Conference
of land material by means of a limitation concerning the publication of information
of expenditure; the direct limitation by on civil aviation. There has accordingly
tonnage and gun calibre of naval material; been prepared for our use a collection of
the limitation of expenditure on material the provisions in force regarding the
for naval armaments; the limitation of the exchange or publication of information
total number, horse-power and volume of relating to non-military aircraft.
dirigibles; the limitation of the total num-
ber and horse-power of aeroplanes; the The last step towards the preparation of
limitation of the total annual expenditure this Conference was taken by the Assembly
on land, sea and air armed forces and forma- of the League in September 1931. It
tions organised on a military basis ; publicity addressed a general appeal to all countries
and exchange of information; the prohibi- urging that every effort should be made to
tion of the use of chemical and bacteriolo- create a world opinion strong enough to
gical arms; the creation of a permanent enable this Conference to achieve positive
disarmament commission and, finally, the results. It also recommended, with a view
procedure to be followed in dealing with to creating a favourable atmosphere for this
complaints. Conference, that all States should undertake

It will be noted that one of the questions to become parties to an armaments truce
raised is the limitation of armaments by with the object of preventing competition
means of a limitation of expenditure. The in arraments pending the conclusion of a
possibility of providing for a reduction and convention fr their reduction and limita-
limitation of armaments by prescribing a ti. The Counil of the League acting
reduction or limitation of the budgetary upon this recommendation, invited the
expenditure on armaments of the various Governments, without prejudice to any
States has been long and carefully considered. decisions which this Conference might take
A committee of experts on budgetary r to the proposals which might be submitted
questions was first constituted in November to us to refrain from any measures involving

a-n inc rease in their armam ents. The1926. The principle of limiting expenditure Gover n ments were asked to state before
on armaments was not, however, accepted overmets ere ere
by the Preparatory Commission until No- November 1st, 193, whether they wer
vember 1930. The Committee of Experts prepared for a period of one year from that
on Budgetary Questions resumed its work date to accept the truce. No less than fifty-
in consequence of that decision and adopted four replies were received in response to
a unanimous report, which deals with the this appeal, and, on November 14th, the
means for the practical application of the President of the Council felt justified in
principle of limitation and publicity of concluding that none of the Governments
expenditure. was opposed to the truce and that, on the

contrary, all had declared their willingness
The last session of the Preparatory Con-to accept it. He noted that the undertaking

mission came to an end in December 1930, was reciprocal and that such interpretations
and the Council of the League immediately and observations as the Governnents had
took steps to convene the present Confer- attached to their acceptance of the truce
ence, taking its principal decisions, as I appeared to be in keeping with the spirit and
have said, in January and May of last year. letter of the proposal. The President in

Sixty-four Governments, consisting of those circumstances declared that, failing
fifty-five States Members of the League and objection, the armaments truce might be
nine non-member States, were invited to regarded as having been accepted for one
send representatives, practically all of whom year as from November 1st, 1931, by the
have accepted. Governments invited to this Conference.
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I have, in the course of this brief historical is allotted to pay for past wars or for the
survey, gone over ground which must already preparation of future wars. Can we doubt
be familiar to you all. It seemed to me, the popular welcome that would await
however, that a rapid survey of this kind definite progress in the direction of general
would be the best possible introduction to disarmament, which would at once lighten
our work and the best possible answer to the the onerous financial burden and bring a
criticisms which have been made, both as to much-needed measure of relief to the world
the complicated nature of the machinery beset by grave economic difficulties ?
employed by the League in dealing with orld opinion demands that every effort
this problem and the length of time devoted be mad at this Cnference to achieve a
to it. ~~to it1~. ~substantial reduction of this prodigious

All this preparatory work was absolutely expenditure. That is not merely because such
necessary. May I recall a remark made in expenditure is entirely unproductive, but
the Council by M. Briand a year ago? Valso because even the maintenance of arma-
Referring to the work of the Preparatory mens on their pesent level constitutes a
Disarmament Commission, he declared that: menace to the peace of the world. Every

".If a Disarmament Conference had delegation, both in its own country and on"If a Disarmament Conference had have recei vedarriving here at Geneva, will have receivedbeen convened ten years previously on the ear and convincing proof of the intense
basisof t A text of Aril 8ot clear and convincing proof of the intense

bCavnass the tet onferece wtleld ce- interest and hope with which public opinionCovenant, that Conference would cer-tainy, g to lk of all over the world has followed the prepara-
tainly, owing to lack of adequate prepa tions for this Conference and is prepared to
ration, have ended in disaster It ill be my dutyfollow its proceedings. It will be my duty
Since this is true, I am sure that you would to communicate to you shortly some indica-

all wish me, on behalf of the Conference, tions which I have already received fromall wish me, on behalf of the Conference, io an n oranstin o
to express our indebtedness to the statesmen international an national organisations of
and experts who have contributed to th te gret ie ad close attention with
preparation of the vast amount of material hh our worwil be wathed.
which now lies at our disposal. The world wants disarmament. The world

This Conference has been called together needs disarmament. We have it in our power
by the Council on the basis of this indispen- to help fashion the pattern of future history.
sable preparatory work. It has been con- Behind all the technical complexities regard-
vened to deal with the whole problem of ing man-power, gun-power, tonnage, cate-
the reduction and limitation of armaments gories, and the like, is the well-being of
under Article 8 of the Covenant of the mankind, the future of our developing
League. None of the problems and difficul- civilisation. Mankind is looking to this
ties to which I have alluded is excluded from Conference, with its unrivalled experience
the scope of our discussion. The short and knowledge, its unchallengeable represen-
summary which I have ventured to give tative authority and power, its massed
you of the activities of the League of Nations wisdom and capacity, to bestow the gift of
and of the Governments of the world in freedom from the menace to peace and
dealing with these problems may, therefore, security that the maintenance of huge
be further justified as affording you some national armaments must ever be. If we
idea of the wide limits within which this succeed, we shall have made, I confidently
Conference may be permitted to range. predict, a decisive contribution to strengthe-

Finally, need I remind the Conference ning the bulwarks we have been patiently
that the problem of disarmament is vitally building against war.
relevant to the grave economic and financial I refuse to contemplate even the possi-
crisis for which most nations are at the bility of failure. For if we fail, no one can
moment trying to find a solution ? The foretell the evil consequences that might
financial burden of armaments and of past ensue. But of this we may be certain: the
wars, indeed, is one of its main contributory world would again be in danger of falling
causes. It is one of the principal causes of back into the vain and perilous competition
unbalanced budgets in a large number of of rapidly expanding armaments. That is the
countries. There may be difficulty in inexorable alternative to success.
finding a common denominator for the
armaments of the various countries. But I e readyto face our task ? Are we
would yet venture to quote to you a figure ready each nation among to shape o
which has been made by the competent gpolicy with a faith that war is done with,
services of the Secretariat as representing that ve have genuinely renounced war as an
an average of the military expenditure of instrument of national policy V Are we
sixty-one countries during the last four or ready to join together to seize the opportu-
five years. That total figure reaches the nity -while it is yet ors - to lead the
immense sum of 4,000 million dollars a year.
The Parliaments and taxpayers of the table-land of peace and co-operation V
various countries will not need to be remin- There only can there be liberty for every
ded of the sum which they are severally people to live its life without fear of
called upon to expend on armaments, and injustice, of aggression, of oppression or of
of the part of the national income which war. There only can there be equality of
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rights for every people in the free society 3. - CONSTITUTION OF THREE COMMIT-
which we have begun to build. There only TEES: (a) COMMITTEE TO REPORT
can there be that fraternity of peoples who ON THE CREDENTIALS OF THE
henceforward shall no longer be potential DELEGATES; (b) COMMITTEE TO
foes but faithful friends. Your presence here DRAW UP RULES OF PROCEDURE
is your answer. Your presence is the promise FOR TE CONFERENCE; (e) COM-
that we shall attain our end. Let us take FOR THE PRELIMINARY
up our task in the sur3 knowledge that it is
in our power, by the work we do here, the EXAMINATION OF PETITIONS FRO
decisions we take, the measure of agreement PRIVATE ORGANISATIONS.
at which we arrive, to lift the nations toesit. The onference is nowThe President. - The Conference is now
these promised heights. called upon to make some preliminary

arrangements, first, with regard to the
examination of the delegates' credentials;
secondly, in order to facilitate the pre-

2.- ELECTION OF M. MOTTA AS HONO- paration of its rules of procedure; and, tbird-

RARY PRESIDENT OF THE CONFERENCE ly, the Conference has before it a request
from a number of national and inter-
national organisations to present petitions

The President. - Before discussing cer- to it in a full session.
tain details of procedure, I wish to give I therefore propose that the Conference
the Conference an opportunity of expressing should set up three Committees.
its feelings of friendship and gratitude to The first will be composed of five members
the country in whose territory the Confer- and will be charged with the examination
ence is meeting, and to the great statesman of the delegates' credentials. It will appoint
who represents it here. its own Chairman, who will also act as

I warmly welcome M. Motta, the President Comm e wl be 
of the Swiss Confederation, and I propose e send mm will

of sixteen members, and its Chairman will
that you should forthwith elect him Hono- be ix teen members, and Conference. It

be the President of the Conference. It
rary President of the Conference. will meet as soon as possible and will draw

There appears to be unanimity in up rules of procedure for the approval of
the Conference on the basis of the draft

accepting the proposal I have made, and the Conference on the basis of the draf
I hope that M. Motta will accept this prepared by the Secretariat and communi-

cated to the delegates in document
unanimous decision as an indication of the cated he deeae n d men
esteem in which he personally, the Govern- C.1002omm558 1931.IXl The mandate os
ment over which he presides, and the |this Committee will expire as soon as the
Swiss nation are held by all who are present |Conference has accepted its definite rules of
Swiss nation are held by all who are present
here. procedure.

The third Committee for the examination
of petitions will be composed of five

M. Mot.a (Switzerland): members. It will elect its own Chairman and
M. Motta (Switzerlan) :will remain in office as long as the Conference

continues to receive petitions. Its two main
Tanslaction : Mr. President - Allow me tasks will be, first, to draw up general rules

to thank you most warmly for the proposal for the presentation of petitions to the
you have just made. I wish also to thank Conference, and possibly in certain cases
the delegates for their cordial acceptance their ultimate publication in the Conference's
of that proposal. official organ, and, secondly, to examine the

text of the petitions before they are presen-
In appointing me Honorary President, teto the Conference.

you have desired to pay a tribute to my the Conference accepts my proposals
country, to the Swiss Confederation, to I the Coeree cnstitution of these
its Government and to my present office. with regard to the constitution of these
I can assure you that the Swiss people, |three Committees and the number of their

the Federal Council and myself fully appreci- members, I would then ask its opinion as to
ate your gesture of courtesy and friend- the procedure to be followed in the choice
ship. Allow me - as is only right - to of the persons to be appointed. If a delega-

pass on this honour to my country and totake only a second place myself. principle of the creation of these Committees,
take well as on the number of their members,

I am very glad to take this opportunity I shall have the vote taken at once.

of according you all a hearty welcome to No proposal having been made, I take it

the soil of the Swiss Confederation; I the Conference agrees with my suggestion
would like to express the earnest hope that and authorises me to present certain other
this Conference, on which the eyes of the suggestions which may help the Conference
whole world are fixed, will create an in the choice of the persons called upon to
atmosphere of lasting peace and will lead serve on these three Committees. Is that

to collective agreements whereby general agreed ?
confidence between nations will be restored. (Agreed.)
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The five names suggested for the Commit- requested to forward them to Room 110
tee for the Examination of Delegates' Cre- in the main building of the Secretariat.
dentials are as follows : As far as the Committee on Procedure

is concerned, I would propose that it
M. Aristides DE AGUERO Y BETHANCOURT should meet to-morrow morning, Wednes-

(Cuba); day, at 10.30 o'clock, in Room E of the
MI.Alsing Emrnanuel ANDERSEN (DFenmark); Secretariat main building under my chair-
M. Constantin ANTONIADE (Rolumania); manship, in order that we may begin to
Mahmoud FAKHRY Pasha (Egypt); draw up the rules of procedure of the
Major-General the Hon. Sir Granville Conference.

RYRIE (Australia). If any delegation has any special proposals
(The above list was adopted.) to make with regard to the Rules of Pro-

cedure of the Conference on the basis of the
The President: draft prepared by the Secretariat, perhaps
For the Committee to draw up Rules of it will be good enough to communicate

Procedure, I suggest the following sixteen them to me, in order that I may be able to
names : submit them to the Committee on Procedure

as soon as it meets.
The Hon. Alexander CADOGAN (British As soon as the Committee on Procedure

Empire); has established a draft, it will be commu-
M. E. COLBAN (Norway); nicated to the delegates so that they
Professor J. L. D'AVILA LIMA (Portugal); may take cognisance of it and be able
M. Jules FELDMANS (Latvia); to discuss it at the next plenary meeting,
M. Constantin FOTITCH (Yugoslavia); to be held at a time which will be announced
Dr. FROHWEIN (Germany); later.
MA. Titus KOMARNICKI (Poland); As regards the Committee for the Exa-
Mr. Sean LESTER (Irish Free State); mination of the Petitions, I would propose
M. DE MADARIAGA (Spain); that it meet on Wednesday afternoon at
Mr. Theodore MARRINER (United States of 3.30 o'clock in Room C of the Secretariat

America); main building. It will elect its own Chair-
M. MASSIGLI (France); man, draw up the rules for the presentation
M. Raoul DE RIo-BRANCO (Brazil); of petitions and examine those petitions
M. Rosso (Italy); which are already available. The Secretary-
M. SAWADA (Japan) ; General of the Conference will take the
M. Boris STEIN (Union of Soviet Socialist necessary steps to inform those organisations

Republics); which have petitions to present to transmit
TEVFIK Bey (Turkey). them as soon as possible, in order that they

(The above ist was adopted.) may be examined by the Committee at
its first meeting.

The President: As it may be possible Efor the Committee
I propose that the Committee for the Exa- examine a certain number of these

mination of Petitions should be constituted petitions at its first meeting, I propose
as ~follows:~~ that the Conference should decide im-as follows: mediately that a special plenary meet-

M. Paul REYNAUD (France); ing be devoted to hearing the petitions,
M. Z. MAZURANIC (Yugoslavia); under the conditions which may be recom-
M. RUTGERS (Netherlands); mended by the Committee, and to receiving
M. J. VAILDFIS-MENDEVILLE (Chile); the representatives of the organisations
Dr. Mary E. WOOLLEY (United States of concerned. According to a precedent obtain-

America). ing at international conferences, for instance,
at The Hague in 1907, I would suggest

(The above list was adopted.) that the petitions be presented at an
The President: extraordinary meeting of the Conference

to be held ad hoc. This meeting could be
I will ask the Committee for the Examina- hel for the purpose of receiving those

tion of Delegates' Credentials to be good petitions which have been examined and
enough to meet to-morrow morning, accepted by the Committee, on Saturday
Wednesday, at 10 o'clock, in Room 110 net, February 6th, at 10.30 a.m.
of the main building of the Secretariat. The Secretary-General will at once inform
The Committee will have to proceed first those organiations responsible for petitions
to the election of its Chairman, and then of this public presentation at 10.30 on
to the drawing up of its report on the Saturday morning.
delegates' credentials. Those delegations
which have not yet transmitted their cre- (The President's proposals were adopted.)
dentials to the Secretariat are urgently (The Conference rose at 6.20 p.m.)




